Foundation Red has been using the Seeds of Growth during Term 3. We used the Seeds of Collaboration and Creating to make this Newsletter.

**Seed of Being**
I used the Seed of Being during Christian Meditation. It made me feel like my dad is with me - Lok
When I struggle with my work I use the Seed of Being - Jack
I use the Seed of Being during my acting. I was a person from the Wiradjuri Tribe - Ben

**Seed of Collaborating**
I use the Seed of Collaborating when we do Literacy Rotations. We had to sort the colours and we all worked together as a team - Oliver
I use the Seed of Collaborating when I help my friends - Hamish
I use the Seed of Collaborating when I am kind to people - Jojo
I use the Seed of Collaborating when I am having an argument and we work it out - Odette

**Seed of Creating**
I use the Seed of Creating when I try to do my best drawing - Diego
I use the Seed of Creating when I made a shape pizza - Alex
I used the Seed of Creating when I made a dot painting like the Ngunawal People - Lucy

**Seed of Learning**
I used the Seed of Learning when we do handwriting - Oliver
I use the Seed of Learning when I was at the excursion at Tidbinbilla - Dominic
I use the Seed of Learning when we do work - Joseph M
I use the Seed of Learning when I learn how to do new things - Nathan